Installation Instructions
444/448 Series
Pull-Out Base Organizers

1. Disengage Cabinet Slide Assembly from unit by pressing release levers on the 2 vertical slides and pulling unit away from Cabinet Slide Assembly (See fig. 1).

2. Center Cabinet Slide Assembly on cabinet floor ⅞” from front outside edge of cabinet (See fig. 2).

3. Mount Cabinet Slide Assembly to cabinet floor with provided screws.

4. Engage Product Slide Assembly to Cabinet Slide Assembly (See fig. 3).

5. Attach door to unit. Note: utilize the adjustable door mounting brackets to ensure mounting in thick portion of cabinet door (Front of product should line up with front of face frame.) (See fig. 4).

6. Loosen T-Nut that holds cabinet door to pull-out. (See fig. 5a).

7. Tighten adjustment screw (this will push mounting bracket out) until cabinet door is at desired position. (See fig. 5b).

8. Tighten T-Nut to lock filler against adjustment screws. (See fig. 5a).

9. Install the provided rub bushings in line with the top rails. (See fig. 6).